The HIV epidemiology literature is replete with studies that categorize continuous predictors, such as age and CD4 + cell count. It is well known that such an approach is suboptimal, but it persists in part because results are easy to interpret after categorization. Splines may be used to incorporate continuous predictors with smoothed curves into regression models without categorization or linearity assumptions. Properly presenting and interpreting results from analyses with splines is critical for their widespread use. With data from 13,706 antiretroviral initiators in Latin America, we demonstrate how to interpret results from a Cox regression model using restricted cubic splines. Throughout, we will illustrate using data from 13,706 ART initiators with complete covariate information in Latin America and the Caribbean who are part of the Caribbean, Central and South America network for HIV epidemiology (CCASAnet). 12,13 Figure 1A shows the predicted 5-year survival probability for adults after ART initiation as a function of age at ART initiation, with age included in the statistical model using categories (dashed lines; 18-29, 30-39, 40-49, $50 years), as a continuous variable assuming linearity (gray curve), and as a continuous variable using splines (dark curve; described in more detail later). These predicted probabilities are derived from a multivariable Cox regression model stratified by study site and adjusted for other variables [sex, clinical stage (AIDS, not AIDS), year of ART initiation (kept continuous and included with splines), CD4 (also kept continuous and included with splines), and initial ART regimen (nonnucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor, boosted protease inhibitor, or other]. Figure 1A illustrates some of the problems with categorization. Although only about 10% of CCASAnet patients were $50 years at ART initiation, there is considerable variation in the predicted survival probability for patients at ages $50 years. This makes sense: patients initiating ART at the age of 50 years would be expected to have very different survival probabilities than patients starting at the age of 75 years. In fact, if we redid the analysis only among those $50 years and left age in as a continuous variable assuming linearity, age is strongly associated with mortality, P , 0.001. The statistical model that categorizes ages ignores these differences, thereby losing important information. Similarly, if one wants to examine the association between another variable and mortality after adjusting for age, the model that categorizes age fails to completely adjust for age and therefore may result in residual confounding. Finally, the choice of categorization levels is arbitrary. Do we rush our patients to start ART right before their 50th birthday? Of course not. Everyone should understand that around 50 years, the hazard is likely somewhere between the estimated hazards of the 40-49 and $50 years age categories. However, if this is the general understanding, then why do we not fit models that explicitly permit these gradations? When continuous variables are categorized, our statistical models implicitly assume the risk of mortality drops/changes at the boundary of the categories.
W
hen performing a regression analysis, should we categorize continuous predictors? For studies of HIV/ AIDS, these may include variables such as age, CD4 + cell count (CD4), body mass index, and date of antiretroviral therapy (ART) initiation. The statistical literature has a clear answer: No. Numerous articles have been written describing the problems with categorizing continuous variables. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Throughout, we will illustrate using data from 13,706 ART initiators with complete covariate information in Latin America and the Caribbean who are part of the Caribbean, Central and South America network for HIV epidemiology (CCASAnet). 12, 13 Figure 1A shows the predicted 5-year survival probability for adults after ART initiation as a function of age at ART initiation, with age included in the statistical model using categories (dashed lines; 18-29, 30-39, 40-49, $50 years), as a continuous variable assuming linearity (gray curve), and as a continuous variable using splines (dark curve; described in more detail later). These predicted probabilities are derived from a multivariable Cox regression model stratified by study site and adjusted for other variables [sex, clinical stage (AIDS, not AIDS), year of ART initiation (kept continuous and included with splines), CD4 (also kept continuous and included with splines), and initial ART regimen (nonnucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor, boosted protease inhibitor, or other]. Figure 1A illustrates some of the problems with categorization. Although only about 10% of CCASAnet patients were $50 years at ART initiation, there is considerable variation in the predicted survival probability for patients at ages $50 years. This makes sense: patients initiating ART at the age of 50 years would be expected to have very different survival probabilities than patients starting at the age of 75 years. In fact, if we redid the analysis only among those $50 years and left age in as a continuous variable assuming linearity, age is strongly associated with mortality, P , 0.001. The statistical model that categorizes ages ignores these differences, thereby losing important information. Similarly, if one wants to examine the association between another variable and mortality after adjusting for age, the model that categorizes age fails to completely adjust for age and therefore may result in residual confounding. Finally, the choice of categorization levels is arbitrary. Do we rush our patients to start ART right before their 50th birthday? Of course not. Everyone should understand that around 50 years, the hazard is likely somewhere between the estimated hazards of the 40-49 and $50 years age categories. However, if this is the general understanding, then why do we not fit models that explicitly permit these gradations? When continuous variables are categorized, our statistical models implicitly assume the risk of mortality drops/changes at the boundary of the categories.
Given these and other well-known problems with categorizing continuous predictors, one might ask why our HIV and epidemiology literature is replete with categorizations. We have occasionally heard researchers say that they categorize continuous variables because they do not want to assume linearity; such an assumption is not necessary with splines. Some researchers may lack technical know-how-it is easy to include categorical variables in analyses and splines may be considered statistically advanced and/or difficult to implement with standard statistical software. This need not be a hindrance-most major statistical software packages including R, Stata, and SAS have functions that allow the inclusion of splines in almost any regression model (eg, linear, logistic, Cox, Poisson, negative binomial, Weibull, proportional odds, and median regression, to name a few). Another reason for categorization is that clinicians often have to make dichotomous decisions (treat or do not treat), and categorical results are easier to incorporate into this framework. However, we believe the primary reason our literature contains extensive categorization is that we simply like the interpretation of variables that have been categorized and that we struggle with interpreting alternative approaches. This need not be the case, and the bulk of this report will focus on the interpretation of analyses with splines.
A spline is a smoothed curve included in a regression model. There are many types of splines and many options for their fitting. [14] [15] [16] [17] We will focus on restricted cubic splines, which are also known as natural splines. 18 The amount of smoothness in a model with restricted cubic splines is governed by the number of degrees of freedom (df), or parameters, used by the spline for a specific variable in the model. Increasing the df allows the model to capture more complicated trends but may also lead to the fitting of spurious associations, particularly with small sample sizes. In general, as with any regression model, the larger the sample size, the more df one can include in the model. A popular rule of thumb suggests that there should be at least 10-20 events per df. 19 Figure 1B shows the predicted 5-year probability of death after ART initiation as a function of age using splines and varying the df. One df indicates that age was included in the model assuming linearity. Two df fits 2 parameters for age, and so forth. In this example, where the sample size is large and there are many events (n = 1259), results are essentially the same regardless of whether one chooses 2, 3, or 7 df, although with 7 df there seems to be some overfitting to artifacts in this particular dataset (ie, we probably do not really believe the extra wiggle in the curve).
The mathematics behind restricted cubic splines are not overly complicated and are summarized in the Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/QAI/A943. In short, the smoothed curves are fit by selecting "knots" or points where curves come together. One may think of fitting lines that best fit the data between these knots. Smoothness around the knots is introduced with a cubic polynomial although the curves are "restricted" or forced to be linear at the tails of the predictor variables to avoid unstable estimates. Smoothed curves could also be fit using polynomials (eg, age, age 2 , age 3 , etc.), and restricted cubic splines are similar, although they tend to be FIGURE 1. A, Association between age and estimated 5-year survival probability after starting ART including age using categories (dashed lines), as a continuous variable assuming linearity (gray curve), and as a continuous variable using restricted cubic splines with 3 df (black curve). The model is adjusted for the following variables (set at representative levels): sex (male), age (40 years), clinical stage at ART initiation (not AIDS), CD4 at ART initiation (200 cells/mL), year of ART initiation (2007), initial ART regimen (nonnucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor), and site (Peru). B, Association between age and estimated 5-year survival probability after starting ART fit using restricted cubic splines with 1, 2, 3, and 7 df. C, Computing hazard ratios. The model shows the hazard of death (times a constant) as a function of age at ART initiation, categorizing age at ART initiation categorizing age (dashed lines) and keeping age as a continuous variable using restricted cubic splines with 3 df (solid curve). The constant is the inverse of the hazard of death at the mean linear predictor, which is the default value for R's Predict.cph function in the rms package; other constants would result in identically shaped curves and the exact same hazard ratios (see Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/QAI/A943). The hazard is plotted on a logarithmic scale. more stable than polynomials in the extremes of the predictor variable (eg, very young and very old ages) because they are restricted to be linear at the extremes. 20 There are other flexible and stable options for relaxing linearity, including fractional polynomials, 21,22 but we will limit our discussion to splines in this article. Fitting splines requires selecting the location of the knots, but in most cases, it is sufficient to use default locations in the statistical software, which are often based on percentiles of the predictor variable. Selecting the number of knots may be done many ways, including using cross-validation, akaike information criteria (AIC), likelihood ratio tests, and visual inspection. In general, we prefer to a priori specify the number of df based on the number of events/sample size, the perceived relative importance of variables, and the likelihood of nonlinear associations. Variables that are thought to be more influential on the outcome or more likely to have nonlinear associations are assigned more df. One can then visually inspect the robustness of the model fit to this choice. Two to 4 df (corresponding to 3-5 knots) is generally sufficient. 23 A reader who is interested in more details is referred elsewhere. 14, 19 Interpreting results using splines is paramount for their practical use. A regression fit will result in estimated coefficients for each parameter used in the splines. Other than including them in technical appendices, in almost all cases, one does not present these estimated coefficients-their interpretation is essentially meaningless. Instead, one should use linear combinations of these coefficients to obtain predicted values and interpret results using these predicted values. This is typically straightforward in standard statistical software.
The best way to interpret results from splines is to use a figure. For example, consider the Supplemental Figure, http://links.lww.com/QAI/A943. This uses the same data and analysis as before and it shows the predicted 5-year survival for each predictor in the model holding all other variables constant at representative levels. Estimates and pointwise 95% confidence intervals are shown. The relationships between continuous variables and mortality are clearly demonstrated. This plot shows predicted 5-year survival, but it is also simple to plot log-hazards, hazards, or hazard ratios.
There are some settings, such as in abstracts, text, or tables, where specific contrasts (eg, hazard ratios) are desired. Such contrasts are easy to construct using splines and interpretation is straightforward. Consider Figure 1C , which shows the hazard of death as a function of age holding all other variables constant at representative levels. Again, these are results from the same multivariable models, with age included using restricted cubic splines with 4 knots (solid curve) and age included with categorization (dashed lines). To compute hazard ratios after categorization, one selects a reference category (eg, 18-29 years) and compares the hazard of mortality for other categories (eg, $50 years) with the hazard of mortality in the reference category. In this case, the hazard ratio is 1.21/0.69 = 1.76. After fitting a model including splines, one may compute hazard ratios in a similar manner by comparing specific ages with a single reference age. For example, one could choose 30 years as the reference age and compute hazard ratios by comparing the hazard of death at select ages with the hazard at 30. The hazard ratio for 50 versus 30 years, for example, is 0.99/0.68 = 1.46. Any age may be compared to any other age without model refitting.
Tables with hazard ratios and confidence intervals using splines may be easily constructed. Table 1 is an example. Hazard ratios and 95% confidence intervals are given for all predictor variables at select predictor values. The right column contains P-values. These P-values are from likelihood ratio tests with the same number of df as the splines. They may be thought of as P-values corresponding to a test that the variable contains predictive information. In this case, age, CD4, and year of ART initiation are each highly predictive of mortality in the multivariable model. Notice that these P-values do not correspond to specific hazard ratios. One could construct P-values testing whether a specific hazard ratio equals 1 (eg, testing the null hypothesis that the hazard of death is higher for a person starting ART at 50 years than someone starting ART at 30 years). These P-values would correspond with the 95% confidence intervals that are reported and are therefore typically not needed or of interest. Finally, one may also formally test for nonlinearity. This is done by contrasting the model fit using splines with a model fit assuming linearity for a specific variable (ie, 1 [df]) using a likelihood ratio test. Such a test may be interesting-age, 
